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*Nav Chandi Yagya Havan with Samputit 
Path 
- Nav Chandi shakti Yagya Havan is a very unique, rare and elaborate Yagna. Getting the 
NavChandi yagya havan done is an act of great merit and brings immense blessings from the 
Divine Mother. When one gets done the NavChandi Yagya, one acquires immense energy. As a 
result, even the greatest hardships that may seem hopeless to an individual may be conquered 
and at the same time immense blessings from the Divine Mother can be brought in.The Nav 
Chandi Yagna is a very unique sacrificial rite involving powerful Saptashati mantras. These 
mantras are 700 in number, spreading across 13 chapters of the Markandeya Purana. These 
chapters are divided into three parts. We do Samput of any Mantra according The problem. 
Sapth Shati Have more Mantras according Troubles in our life. When we take Samputit Path 
Yagya then Troubles will be going to remove.It will take for 9 days Pooja Yagya. 

*Birth Day Yagya 
Birthday is the one of the most important day in ones life. Birthday pooja is done on the date of 
birth and recommended for everyone for happy long life. Every person shall get Birthday Yagya 
done because this not only brings prosperity but also removes the obstacles present. Also makes 
a great gift. 

*Durga Sapta Shati Yagya Path Havan 
The Sri Durgasapth shati Yagay Havan is a very unique, rare and elaborate Yagya. Getting this 
Yagya Havan done is an act of great merit and brings immense blessings from the Divine 
Mother. When one gets done the Chandi Path, one acquires immense energy. As a result, even 
the greatest hardships that may seem hopeless to an individual may be conquered and at the same 
time immense blessings from the Divine Mother can be brought in.The Durga Sapthshati Havan 
Yagya is a very unique sacrificial rite involving powerful Saptashati mantras. These mantras are 
700 in number, spreading across 13 chapters of the Markandeya Purana. 
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*Ashat Maha Laxmi Yagya 
Ashta Lakshmi , also spelled as Ashtalakshmi “eight Lakshmis”), are a group of eight Hindu 
goddesses secondary manifestations of Shri-Lakshmi the Hindu goddess of wealth, who preside 
over eight sources of wealth:”Wealth” in the context of Ashta-Lakshmi means prosperity, good 
health, knowledge, strength, progeny, and power. Laxmi is the Goddess of wealth and prosperity, 
both material and spiritual. The word ”Laxmi” means “goal.” Therefore, Laxmi represents the 
goal of life, which includes worldly as well as spiritual prosperity. In Hindu mythology, Goddess 
Laxmi, also called Shri, is the consort of Lord Vishnu and the Goddess of wealth and fortune. 

Maha Laxmi, the manifestation of Mother Divine is appeased to accomplish better health and 
financial property, responsible for creating and maintaining prosperity in all spheres of life, both 
from within and out. Fullness and bliss are two qualities closely related with Ashta Maha Laxmi. 
The Ashta Maha Laxmi yagya is frequently performed for increasing both material bliss and 
affluence of spiritual life. This Yagya is often done when starting a new business, when making 
important financial investments, or for improving harmony with business partners. Family 
happiness, prosperity and wealth are the main aspects which are achieved by performing this 
Yagya. 
Ashta Maha Laxmi is the Goddess of wealth and fortune. You must perform this Yagna if you 
are facing financial difficulties and wish to earn wealth. This Ashta Lakshmi tantra yagya is 
specially performed for improvement in financial condition, wealth, property, better income, 
success in business & profession, profits in investments. Performing this Yagya brings with it 
wisdom, peace and prosperity, grandeur and glory, virtue and valor and shields against danger 
and disease, despair and disaster. success in professional lives, business, increase in wealth, 
fulfillment in love, harmony in personal life and bliss in marital life.Ashta MahaLaxmi Havan 
Yagya will be beneficial for people who suffer due to problems created by enemies, unknown 
obstacles and hindrances. Participation in the yagya will rid individuals of a great deal of 
negative influence that stand in the way and will open new doors for progress and success. 

*Santhan Gopal Yagya Havan 
Santan Gopal Yagya is performed for the desire of child and progeny bliss. In this Yagya Lord 
Krishna is worshipped and prayed for progeny bliss. This is very powerful Yagya to have healthy 
child. Who are deprived of child becomes fortunate to be blessed with child after performing this 
Yagna. Santhan Gopala Yagya Havan is very powerful for getting a child and a safe progeny. 
This Havan also prevents miscarriage during pregnancy. Performance of this Yagna blesses the 
couple with a beautiful and intelligent child and increase love between them. Some people are 
deprived of children and try hard to have an issue. For this purpose Santaan Gopal Yagna is 
miraculous. This Yagna gives a desired child who is meritorious and long living. 

*kaalsarpyog shanti yagya 
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Kal sharp dosh is that particular type of dosh that occurs due to the effects of the Nakshtras Rahu 
and ketu on other Nakshtras. Kal Sarpa Yagya that can give relief from all the consequences of 
the Kal Sarpa Dosh involves One Lakh Twenty-five Thousand jaap of snakes followed by the 
offerings to Shivalinga through the Vaidik mantras. The person with this dosh must wear a snack 
shaped ring after completing the jaap. The actual meaning of Kaal means death. The person born 
under Kaal – Sarpa Yoga passes through death like situation for the entire life. The Kaal Sarpa 
Yoga is formed when all the planets are present in between Rahu and Ketu. According to Indian 
astrology there are many types of Kaal Sarpa Yoga are there. If in between Rahu & Ketu all 
seven planets come then it is not good. 

*Rudraabhishek yagya 
Rudrabhishek yagya is for fullness of life and averting dangers. This yagya is done for Lord 
Shiva on behalf of the person who orders for it. Lord Shiva represents the aspect of the Supreme 
Being and is considered to be the destroyer of all evil and negative forces. He protects devotees 
from evil forces & possible dangers. He is the Divine Cosmic Dancer & the source of fertility in 
all living beings. So this yagya gives a miracle result to bestow prosperity, fulfillment, and 
removal of negativities, purify the negative karma & give the protection in life. 

*Lakshami Kuber Yagya 
Kubera Yagya is performed for the purpose of gaining wealth. Those who are involved in 
business or are facing financial problem may perform this Yagya to receive the blessings of 
Goddess Laxmi. It is one of the most powerful Puja for wealth and prosperity. It is performed for 
faster recovery of debts.And more over in this Yagya we do Graha Shanti too. then your 
planetary position goes to positive for you. 

*Sahstra Chandi Yagya with Samputit Patha 
Sahstra Chandi Yagya Havan is a very unique, rare and elaborate Yagna. Getting the Sahasra 
Chandi yagya havan done is an act of great merit and brings immense blessings from the Divine 
Mother. When one gets done the Sahastra Chandi Yagya, one acquires immense energy. As a 
result, even the greatest hardships that may seem hopeless to an individual may be conquered 
and at the same time immense blessings from the Divine Mother can be brought in.The Sahasra 
Chandi Yagna is a very unique sacrificial rite involving powerful Saptashati mantras. In Sahastr 
Chadi We do 1000 Sapth Sati Path. We do Samput of any Mantra according The problem. Sapth 
Shati Have more Mantras according Troubles in our life. When we take Samputit Path Yagya 
then Troubles will be going to remove. We can rid from very serious problem by these yagya 
havan. 

*Sudrashan Yagya 
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shri Sudarshana Yagya is performed for protection and getting rid of Enemies. Sudarshana 
Yagya Havan is regarded as the best protection from all evils, Dosha Nivaran, troubles from 
enemies, black magic, evil eye, fear and persecution by evil sprits and health problems. This 
Yagya grants the protection of Lord Vishnu’s Sudarshana Chakra. Pooja of Lord Vishnu is 
performed with Tulsi leaves.The Sudarshana refers to the Chakra (discus) of Lord Vishnu, 
weapon to repel and punish evil and it is constructed from the pure flame of the sun. 

*Kuber Yagya 
Laxmi Kuber Yagya is performed for the purpose of gaining legitimate wealth. Those who are 
involved in business or are facing financial problems may perform this Lakshmi Kubera 
Homam/Yagya to receive the blessings and grace of Lord Kuber. It is one of the most powerful 
Yagna for wealth and prosperity. It is performed for faster recovery of dues. It is performed to 
please the Adhipathi (king) of wealth and prosperity. Laxmi Kuber Yagya is performed for the 
purpose of gaining wealth. Those who are involved in business or are facing financial problems 
may perform this Yagya to receive the blessings of Goddess Laxmi and Kuber. It is one of the 
most powerful Havan (Yagya) for wealth and prosperity. It is performed for faster recovery of 
debts. 

*Saraswati Yagya 
Saraswati, the manifestation of Mother Divine is responsible for the enlightenment and spread of 
pure knowledge, and also progress in areas of study and arts. By performing the Saraswati 
Yagya, the qualities of wisdom, intelligence and good memory are enhanced in the individual 
and the environment. Sarasawati Yagya helps gain blessings and support of Mother Divine in the 
areas of spiritual study, educational activities, arts, performing arts, writing, public speaking, 
visual arts and music. The Saraswati Yagya havan are often performed prior to starting studies. 
For knowledge, education, good karma and fame can be achieved through this Yagya. Goddess 
Saraswati is the consort of Lord Brahma and is the controller of education, intelligence and 
speech. She has four hands representing four aspects of human personality in learning; mind 
,intellect alertness and ego. The Yagya is also helpful in the curing the problem of stammering . 

 

*Shri Dus Mahavidhya yagya 
Dus Mahavidya rituals is very powerful tantrik ritual perform for to neutralize ill effects of all 
nine planets and get blessing of all ten powerful goddess .It can also perform for any specific 
reason, like for to win any sort of court cases, for abundance of wealth, for to cure any sort of 
disease, for to defeat rivals , for to remove poverty for to bring luck and money and for to cure 
any type of black magic. The worship of these is also prescribed as an astrological remedy – for 
the 9 planets and the Lagna as follows: 
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Kali for Saturn, Tara for Jupiter, Maha Tripura Sundari (or Shodasi-Sri Vidya) for Mercury, 
Bhuvaneshvari for Moon, Chinnamasta for Rahu, Bhairavi for Lagna, Dhoomavati for Ketu, 
Baglamukhi for Mars, Matangi for Sun, and Kamala for Venus. Protect Hidden Enemies, service 
promotion, transfer of service ,KaalSarpyog shanti,Guru Chandal Yog,shanti,Mangalik Dosha 
Shanti Visha yoga,Shani Dosha Shanti, especially for childless couple, miscarriage problem ,for 
any lady, Ghost related problem,black magic effect, any types of evil effect,tantra pryog,tantra 
abichaar,nine planets evil effect, Business loss, health or wealth loss day by day, sarp dosh, 
marriage delay for any girl or boy, nadi Sade Sati of Shani negative effect,all types of problem 
then u can get remove in ur life all above problem to get grace of shri das mahavidhya shakti by 
Shri dus mahavidhya mahayagya anushtaan . 

For solutions of above all problem on of the best way of shri Dus mahavidhya yagya Anushtaan . 

*Laxmi Ganesha Yagya Havan Yagna 
Laxmi Ganesh Yagna is performed at the outset of any important endeavor, including the start of 
new businesses, or to remove obstacles to success and evolution, to gain support of nature for 
finding a life partner, for improving harmony in married life or for having children. A longer 
Vedic ritual can also be performed. Lakshami Ganesha Yagya Havan is known as God of Luck. 
Before starting any new venture or anything afresh, Lakshmi Ganesha Homam is must. If one is 
suffering from losses, when starting a new business or investments or when one is getting 
married, or to remove obstacles one should perform this Yagna to accomplish their desires.  

*Pitra dosh shanti yagya 
A Pitra Dosha is not cure of the Ancestors, but it’s karmic Debt of the Ancestors which the 
person having Pitra Dosh in his horoscope is supposed to pay. In simple words a Pitra Dosha is a 
formed in the horoscope of a person Due to bad karmas or bad deeds done by the Ancestors of 
that the person and this person is supposed to pay that karmic debt by suffering the punishments 
decided for those debts in different spheres for his life until debt is cleared either by punishment 
or by the 
good deeds done by the person having this Pitra Dosh in his horoscope .This yoga is formed 
when Rahu & Ketu are with any of the Luminaries and are the placed in the 6th,8th, and 12th 
house. Many a times, this yoga is also formed in the 5th house and if other planets do not show 
any beneficial aspects, this yog does no allow a person to progress at all. 
Astrological combinations and calculations are used to precisely find out the exact problem and 
the related solution of Pitr Dosha. Such astrological calculations are good, but they are far more 
complex and hard to understand for a common man.Then how a common man can identify if he 
is under the bad influences of Pitra Dosh.? well there are some signs and methods given in 
ancient texts, which help a person inidentifying Pitra Dosh. Following are the most important 
signs to identify the existence of Pitra Dosha. 
1. Children are falling sick repeatedly. 
2. The couple has problem in conceiving the child, i.e. problem in getting pregnant. 
3. Repeated miscarriages. 
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4. Quarrels among family members without any reasonable reason. 
5. The person’s educational and career growth is obstructed. 
6. Disruption in educational and career growth and success. 
(7) A sudden and unnatural death of any relative ancestors in early age, 
(8)-Lack of fulfillments of parental desires of our ancestors, 
(9) If someone fails to remember and honor the ancestors properly, 

You can also do your Pitra dosh remedy yagya with Shri Guru Maharaaj ji stay 
at your home. know about more how to do remove ur Pitra Dosha or yoga 
stay at ur home with Shri Guru maharaaj then u call know about process call 

me . 

*Katyayani Yagya 
Katyayani Yagya is performed for long and happy married life. If someone is not getting 
married, and facing problems in marital life, can perform this Yagya for a successful married 
life. Uma (Goddess Parvati the wife of Lord Shiva) Yagna is performed as they are considered to 
be the perfect match i.e. Shiva and Shakti. This Yagya is considered to be best for marital 
happiness. If there is any discord in the relationship, all are resolved. One should conduct this 
Yagya at least once in a year for a happy married life.. 

*Maa Baglamukhi yagya 
This Baglamukhi Yagya Havan is traditionally considered to have special power in helping to 
gain success in court cases, or to defeat business enemies or competitors, and to provide a strong 
support of nature for fulfillment of desire. For four fold prosperity and favorable decisions in 
court matters. Bagalamukhi Yagna is useful for victory over enemies, success in lawsuits, 
quarrels and competitions. Bagalamukhi also called Maa Pitambara Devi. 

*Nadi dosh shanti yagya 
-If the nadi dosha is present and it is very necessary to get married to the same person , so before 
marriage min 90 days u have to do must Nadi dosh shanti yagya and remove this yog . 

*Shree Sukata Yagya Havan Jap 
The Sree-Sukta Japa and Havan is a very powerful Homam performed for ushering prosperity 
and wealth. Sree-Sukta Japa and Havan can be conducted for those who are seeking wealth and 
prosperity in life. It is strongly recommended for those facing financial difficulties and wish to 
earn wealth in abundance. It is believed to bestow immense benefits to the performer of this 
Sree-Sukta Japa and Havan. You must perform this Sree-Sukta Japa and Havan when you are 
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facing financial difficulties and wish to earn wealth in abundance. The best day to perform Sri-
Sukta is on a Thursday and Friday. For Sree Sukta Japa and havan, we chant 1001 Japa and 10 % 
havan of chant. 

*Vyapar Shubharambh Yagya 
This Yagya is meant for Business Success and managing good fortune for your business. 
Corporate Yagya is different than personal Yagya. There are certain basic principles for 
progressing the business of all kinds. Any industry, business, services, trade (small, middle or 
big) any category in any condition- Sri Corporate Yagya performance will replace the negative 
period to positive period, bad luck to good luck and loss to highest level of profits. 

*Mool Nakshatra Shanti Yagya 
Mool Nakshatra Shanti Yagya is suitable for: Health Purpose , Children Health Purposes , 
Navagraha Dosha Your birth Nakshathra determines your thinking pattern; nature destiny. It also 
determines your instincts as well as the subconscious aspects of your personality. Indian vedic 
astrology consideres Nakshtra (in which we are born), to be the important aspect of our lives. 
Nakshatra indicates our attitude , even our physical appearance and our future. It is said in our 
Vedas that Mool Nakshatra Shanti Yagya Havan is very important in our lives. It is conducted 
once a year for one person and one should perform Nakshtra puja once every year for the 
betterment of ones Life.This shani Yagya Havan helpful rid from Nakshatra Dosh which is 
called Mool Such as- Ashwini – Revathi, Jeyshtha – Mool, Ashalesha – Magha. 

*Black magic protection yagya 
this yagya is very powerfull for all types of black maic removal with protection and after this 
yagya u get it Tantra pryog Raksha Kavach is the most powerful Talisman for protection and 
cure of Black magic. “Shri Dusmahavidhya Kavach‘ Tantra pryog raksha Kavach’ eradicates all 
ill-effects of Black magic, Evil spells, Curses, Ghosts and Spirits. It cures one of evil effects of 
past attacks and protects one from all future attacks. The effect of ‘Shri Dusmahavidhya Kavach’ 
Tantra pryog raksha Kavach” never gets reduced. Its protection is life-long, and lasts for as long 
as it is worn. The moment it is worn, the negative effects start receding and its protection starts, 
freeing the wearer from all evil influences which can ruin & destroy one’s present and future life. 
‘Shri Dusmahavidhya Kavach’ Tantra pryog raksha Kavach” both Kavach is blessed with so 
much extraordinary energy and power that it can guard and protect an individual against the 
strongest super-natural forces, negative powers and reverse/break any kind of spell. The wearer 
of ‘Shri Dusmahavidhya Kavach’ & “Tantra pryog raksha Kavach”both Kavach always remains 
saved from any Black magic attack. Tantra Siddha Maha Yogi Rupnathji has been prepared both 
kavach after the chanting & yagya of shri dusmahavidhya shakti anushtaan & maa kamakhya 
anushtaan which is the complete process of preparing of both kavach 51 days. (But some very 
serious case takes Tantra Siddha Maha Yogi Rupnathji time 153 days for three cycles for black 
magic removal and each cycle will complete 51 days.) After then u get this very powerful kavach 
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and wore on ur neck then remove all Black magic effect and also protect life time any types of 
Black magic or Tantra pryog or Tantra abichaar. Tantra Siddha Maha Yogi Rupnathji done hard 
sadhana of Maa Kmakahya & Shridusmahavidhya shakti last 25th year from Kmakahya siddh 
peet Assam. Black Magic and spiritual healer Tantra Siddha Maha Yogi Rupnathji devotee of 
Maa Kmakahya & Shri Dasmahavidya.if u feel on ur any types of black magic or Tantra related 
pryog by any tantrik then u can contact with Tantra Siddha Maha Yogi Rupnathji on ashram cell 
phone directly to remove ur black magic. 

*Angrak yog or dosh shanti yagya 
-this yog with conju when any person horoscope rahu or ketu conjucation with Mars planets then 
u have to need must angrak yoga removal shnati yagya 

*Guru Chandal yoga shanti yagya 
If you are facing the Guru Chandal yoga related any problem then u have to do must 
guruchandal yoga shanti yagya anushantan by Maa Baglamukhi and Maa Chinnmasta 
Mahavidhya sadhak as soon as possible not any pandit because it’s will be not effected the 
poojen of pandit. after the yagya anushantan u wore on Guruchandal yoga mukti sidh kavach 
on ur neck and worship the Maa Baglamukhi and Maa Chinnmasta sidh yantra everday 
without any break.when u have to do above process then u see soonley improvement in ur life 
and be happy.but before doing above yagya anushatan ur trust is important us any sadhak. It’s 
will be complete process of minimum 11th Days & maximum 21st Days(it’s will be depend 
according to ur Horoscope Guru chandal yoga position & what he give u evil effect in ur life.) 
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